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Electrical

Watt 75

Voltage 347 Volt 

Power Factor >0.9

Min. Operating

Temperature
-40°C

Light

Initial Lumens 9000

Lumens per Watt 120

Color Temperature 5000K

Color Rendering 

(CRI)
80+

Beam Angle 120°

Agency Approvals

IP65 Yes

RoHS Yes

ETL Yes

Product Details

Housing Material Aluminum

Lens Material Glass

Warranty
5 years, 

10 year limited

Rated Life 50,000 hours CAUTION : If the fixture is to be removed or replaced, please ensure that they electricity is switched 
off and that the fitting is cool before touching it

Order Code: 11228
Model #: WPT900050BK3 
UPC: 840791112281

Dimensions: 

▪ 14.22 inches x 7.64 inches x 9.26 inches
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

EarthTronics Traditional LED Wall Packs provide exterior, wide-flood 
area illumination for commercial, industrial and municipal facilities. 
Available in 75 watt with 5000K color of light, these fixtures provide 9000 
lumens. The 75 watt models are built in a standard size 14.6”x7.9”x9.5” 
aluminum alloy housing with a standard bolt pattern. The WP5-Series 
LED Traditional Style Wall Pack uses industry-leading LED chips and 
drivers to deliver a quality, energy saving lighting solution. The 5000K 
color temperature offers building managers the opportunity match 
existing HID lamps and to reduce the blue light spectrum often 
associated with higher color temperatures. Each of the EarthTronics Wall

Packs accepts 347 volt AC power supply. The wall packs provide more 
than 100 lumens per watt and a high 80+ CRI for improved visual 
acuity and efficient performance. A dusk to dawn sensor is available and 
is easily added at the time of installation. The design is built to withstand 
all climates and allows for an extreme temperature range, even operating 
down to -40 degrees C°, and is IP65 approved for outdoor wet 
applications. With rated life of 50,000 hours, the WP5 wall pack series is 
designed for easy installation, directly fitting onto existing electrical 
boxes, making it the contractor's choice when replacing older high-

pressure sodium and metal halide wall packs.

PRODUCT FEATURES

+ Easily replace existing wall packs for wide area illumination

+ Tempered and impact resistant clear prismatic borosilicate glass lens

+ Die cast aluminum housing provides long life in commercial

installations

+ 0-10v dimming
+ 120° light pattern provides for wide flood distribution

+ 5000K 80CRI is standard

+ IP65 rated for outdoor use

+ Photocell available and easily installed

+ 50,000 hour rated life




